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Introduction
2020 and 2021 have been tough on the arts and artists. 

With venues closed, shows cancelled, and productions postponed the theatre 
industry, like so many others, has quickly adapted to embrace new ways to keep 
things moving. This has affected every facet of theatre-making from ticketing 
audiences to auditioning actors. 

Actors, now more then ever before, are being asked to audition remotely and 
while this isn’t necessarily a new concept, the reliance on these methods has 
certainly increased and it’s a trend that seems set to continue well into a post 
Covid-19 world.  

With this ‘new normal’ in place it’s easy to fall into the trap that a self-tape, 
or a reading over video chat requires a different approach to how you shape 
your performance. But, regardless of how you audition, the principals are still 
the same. The choices you make from the selection of your piece, to the micro 
adjustments you consider through analysis are what will ultimately shape your 
performance and your audition. If anything, this degree of separation requires 
actors to be even more definitive and confident in their craft and in the choices 
they are making. Remember, unlike an in-person audition, self-tapes can be 
re-watched, so everything you put on film, no matter how small, needs to be 
informed by a deep understanding of the character and the text. 

I know that idea can seem a little daunting, and if that’s the case for you, then it’s 
time to get to work. 

Let’s find your next monologue. 

Chookas, 

Alexander Bayliss
Artistic Coordinator 
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Audition Principles 
The following principles are fairly self-explanatory, but it is important to 
continually remind yourself of the process in order to deliver your best work. 

• Always remember that an audition is a job interview so conduct  
 yourself in a professional and friendly manor. 

• If your piece breaks the fourth wall, then let the person taking the  
 audition know. If you want to perform directly to that person, we   
 recommend that you ask first. In effect, what you are doing in most  
 circumstances when performing to a person is enrolling them into the  
 work and obligating them to respond in some way. This potentially shifts  
 them out of their comfort zone and makes them feel and think about  
 things that are not related to your work and the piece itself.    

• The first moment of a piece is very important, as it is where you  
 leave your energy behind and embrace that of the character. It is a  
 moment of transformation. Give it space with a beat or two of silence  
 before you begin and mark it in an interesting way. Subtle or not, this  
 draws the viewer in by setting up dramatic questions.

• Read the whole work if you can. This will enable you to be able to  
 talk to the broader story and understand where the piece fits into the  
 whole. It will also give you forensic knowledge of your character,  
 so you can precisely understand the scene objective and what is driving  
 the character’s needs. And importantly it can help provide an informed  
 starting point for the audition. 

• In the majority of cases your audition piece will require you to address  
 another character with no one physically there. You need to have a precise  
 place and image for them. You need to make them an active listener and  
 respond to what “they” give you, which should impede your objective and  
 make the needs of the character harder to meet. If you don’t believe in the  
 other character, we won’t believe in you. 

• For any object or landscape etc. that the character references, be  
 precise and not scatter gun in your placement. This goes for direct  
 address too. 

• Make an offer and commit to it. Your choices are a clue to your  
 creativity, which along with craft, is at the heart of what an audition is  
 aiming to uncover. A strong logical choice that might not come off is  
 better than something that is uninspired and insipid. 
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• Try to shape your piece into having a beginning, a middle and an end.  
 Not all pieces have turning points in them, so this can include shaping  
 the opening moment and the conclusion. Give the character a journey,  
 however small, as ultimately change is the measure of a story.

• Don’t lose concentration if you make a mistake, stay in the scene. How  
 you deal with a mistake says a lot about you as a person and as an actor. 

• Practice cold reading. You may be asked to do this as part of the  
 audition. It is a way of testing your flexibility and creativity. 

• Never get set in a pattern with your piece. Attack it from a number of  
 angles in preparation for being asked to shift your interpretation. 

• Leave the audition and ask yourself how you went. And why? Then  
 forget about it. 
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Foreword
Auditions can be a range of things: daunting, stressful, exciting, exhilarating. 

As a director and teacher of acting, I think the most important way to consider 
an audition is to see it first and foremost as an opportunity. An opportunity for 
both the auditionee and the person/s they are auditioning for. It’s a little like the 
feeling of an opening night. 

When I have the opportunity to work with young and emerging actors in 
training, I always describe the opening night audience as a source of light and 
ask the actors to consider the audience as a positive force from which they can 
gain energy. Working together they can turn up the entire room’s wattage. 

The audience comes to the theatre to see the actor tell a story and, in 
experiencing the art of storytelling, they might take a step closer to 
understanding themselves. It is a collaborative experience between the 
storyteller and those sitting in the dark, hearts beating in unison, eyes focused 
on the action, and ears listening to the language and sounds. The theatre can 
develop empathy, compassion and perceptions of what it means to be human. 

A good audition is sometimes like a wonderful play, and is an opportunity to 
meet another person on common ground and to creatively explore and  find out 
about each other. 

Of course, whether it be for a theatre company, a drama school or any other 
scenario, an audition usually comes loaded with a somewhat uneven hierarchy. 
Someone is watching and therefore someone is being watched. The watcher is 
usually the decision maker; on paper more powerful and with an opportunity to 
be the one in judgement by ultimately saying “yes” or “no”. 

I believe wholeheartedly, and through experience, that most people conducting 
auditions actually want every actor to succeed and that they are there to find 
amazing and talented people to work with. So, arrive in a positive mind frame, 
ready to play.

Those watching an audition with the best intentions are the ones who will create 
a space for the actor to do their best work, to feel supported, encouraged and 
indeed for the actor themselves to feel powerful. Some of my most fulfilling 
experiences with actors have been in auditions like these where there is a 
sense of mutual respect, openness and a focus on the joy that an authentic act 
of creativity can manifest. As a result, we have then been deeply privileged to 
collaborate on a story together. 
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Obviously, there is also an onus on the actor to be well prepared. It’s really the 
only way to ensure that you can have the kind of experience I am describing 
here. Preparation is the key to a successful audition. 

Reading the entire play several times, doing your research  on the script and 
the writer, warming up the body and voice, reading any notes or instructions 
about the audition made available to you and arriving on time (which, by the 
way, means early) can only result in you feeling more confident, grounded and 
ready to work. Auditions for both parties are, after all, work, and we all need 
to ensure that we all turn up equipped with what we need to thrive and have a 
meaningful, authentic experience together. 

Central to your work in audition is actually imagining yourself performing the 
monologue in the play and that means working on the scene using any of the 
acting techniques you have learned so far and that work for you. Go deep into 
your toolkit.  

I encourage actors to first develop a deep connection to the text, to begin 
working on the inner life of the character and then on finding verbs and tactics 
to show your connection to the character inhabiting the scene to an audience. 
Think of the person auditioning you as your audience. 

You should also know the given circumstances of the play, the world being 
constructed by the playwright and where your character fits politically into that 
world, the stakes in the scene or moment and what your relationship is to the 
other characters, particularly if you talk to or about them in your audition piece. 
You must always honour the playwright’s intention. That objective is central to 
my work in the theatre. We must all honour the playwright and by doing so we 
become the most authentic messengers presenting their ideas to the audience. 

In many cases, a monologue represents a turning point for or an important 
statement by a character and, in your preparation, you should be clear on this. 
Imagine a monologue like a mini story with the structure of a beginning, middle 
and an end, perhaps like a beautiful symphony or a well-constructed three-
minute pop song. It has a shape to its composition. 

I would always encourage, where possible, working with another actor or even 
an acting teacher or coach that you trust and who will encourage and develop 
your audition piece. Be receptive to their feedback and ideas and do your best to 
act upon them in the moment.  

Think of the audition panel as an opening night audience. We want you to shine. 
Brightly. 
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When I work with young and emerging actors, I have a mantra which exists in 
order to set the tone of the room. It goes like this:

I am here.
I am present.

I am generous.
I am curious.
I am enough.

Five lines repeated aloud each day. Five lines that can help you feel ready to 
enter a room and do your best work. Five lines that can ground you, empower 
you, awaken your creativity, guide your artistic process and remind you that you 
really are more powerful and capable that you sometimes give yourself credit 
for. Sometimes, I need to hear these lines myself. Remember, we truly are all in 
this together. So, if they help, they are now yours. 

This collection of monologues is an excellent resource for you to help you 
prepare for the tremendous opportunity that is an audition. In this book, there 
are a range of exciting and thrilling stories to be told and it is now your job to 
work hard to tell them. 

I wish for each of you reading this superb collection a successful journey as 
actors and storytellers. 

Matt Scholten
Director, Writer, Acting Teacher & Coach
Artistic Director, If Theatre
Tamborine Mountain, November 2020
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Antigone by Merlynn Tong

Haemon

CHARACTER AGE  17 - 20
STYLE Contemporary Adaptation, Drama
EXTRACT Page 61

HAEMON finds ANTIGONE hanging. CREON rushes into 
ANTIGONE’s tomb witnesses HAEMON with ANTIGONE.

HAEMON  You perched on your crown
 While the city sunk

 We have come begging at your door,
 One after another.
 We honey our words for your ears,

 You push and kick and grumble like a child.
 You push out all light
 The city fell into calamity.
 Still, you couldn’t see.
 You are not a ruler,
 You are not my mother
 Look what you’ve done.

 You’ve dishonoured the Gods
 You’ve destroyed my city

 You killed my bride.

 And for them, I award
 You.
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The Apparatus by Humphrey Bower

Humph

CHARACTER AGE  30s
STYLE Absurdist, Drama
EXTRACT 32 -34

HUMPH I’m the Minister’s right-hand man.
 I know more about the apparatus than anyone 
 (apart from the Minister of course).

 My three guiding principles are:
 presumed guilty;
 verdict is final;
 and mandatory sentencing.

 See, other courts you might be familiar with
 have lawyers and evidence, expert opinion,
 juries, review panels, courts of appeal —
 We don’t bother with any of that bullshit here!

 I’ve got him!
 I’m not going to let him go!

 If I interrogated him,
 he’d only tell lies,
 and if I exposed those lies,
 he’d only back them up with more lies.

9. The Sentence

 Anyway, whatever law he’s broken
 gets written on his body by the Harrow.

 Take this bloke, for instance.
 He might get: Honour Your Superiors.
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 Does he understand his sentence?
 Doesn’t matter.
 And there’s no point in telling him.
 He learns it on his body.

 When he lies down on the Bed it starts to vibrate,
 and the Harrow gets lowered onto his body.
 It adjusts itself automatically,
 so the needles barely touch the skin.

 See, there are two kinds of needles.
 Each long needle has a short one beside it.
 The long needle does the writing,
 and the short one sprays a jet of water
 to wash away all the blood,
 so the inscription’s clearly visible.

 The one drawback is the whole thing gets so messy –
 but the Minister’s thought of everything, hasn’t he?
 Blood and water get diverted through a channel,
 down a waste pipe and into the pit.

10. The Inscription

 So now you know all about it — except the most 
important thing.

 Inside the Designer is, like, the brain of the computer –
 the circuitry, the motherboard, the hard drive, or whatever 

you call it —
 that controls the movements of the Harrow
 according to the inscription demanded by the sentence.

 The writing goes around the body like a … whaddayacallit?
 A girdle! Yeah, a girdle!
 The rest of the body is for the curly-whirly bits 
 and the fancy flourishes.

 I can see you’re starting to appreciate it now.
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The Fever and the Fret by Jub Clerc 

Iggy

CHARACTER AGE  60+
STYLE Drama, First Nations
EXTRACT 72 - 74

Mining sounds start to get louder.

IGGY  Lucky Lucky Iggy. Lucky Iggy. Lucky Iggy. Luck Luck Luck 
fuck luck luck luck.

Pause.

 All this education, propa edumicated now this fulla!

 Man of this house.

 The Fever and the Fret

 Here, where men sit and hear each other groan;

 This house e don’t even know.

 Shame job, not my brother, he propa whitebulla now.

 Fear will keep me going. HA! Not luck luck fear fear fear! 
Beer beer beer. Ha! Bugger me, higher education than 
the boss. Rejections. Scrawny little Abo. Unfathomable. 
Prototype white. Faulty, discarded.

 Open the door for me boss man. I’ll positively grovel for 
your rations. Cheers! Lucky fucky me.

Silence.

He tilts his head to one side as the sound of the ocean 
comes soothing in.

 Now ask me to truly define luck. Go on ask me.
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 Well … If I was asked to truly define luck, I’d say it was 
when you almost got scalped Ruby.

 There you where, riding along my street. Big shot with 
your new bike. Up and down, tormenting me with your 
multi‐coloured tassels.

 Your hair was longer than those tassels; also tormenting. Like 
… a flock of silken ravens diving and turning in the wind.

 You got your beautiful long hair caught in the wheels of 
your bike.

 You came to a screaming halt with your head yanked back 
in a grotesque angle. Withering around sobbing, trying to 
pull it out.

 Calm down and stop bloody yanking it at it or you’ll rip 
your bloody scalp right off!

 You froze and stared at me with … with … your onyx eyes. 
Yeah black as night.

 “Don’t you dare curse at me, Ignatius”.

He shakes his head and laughs softly. RUBY enters at the 
periphery.

 For the half hour I gently, slowly, strand by beautiful 
strand, untangled that knotted mess. Just sitting there with 
you. You looked so … so, I don’t know.

 Just something moved me. Maybe those tears pooling on 
your lashes or the way you smelled of custard apples and 
salty plums. I didn’t want it to end.

 You owe me a date now.

 “We’ll see.”

 We dated for seven months and were married that spring 
in this very front yard.
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Hedda by Melissa Bubnic

Brack

CHARACTER AGE  50s - 60s
STYLE Contemporary Adaptation, Drama
EXTRACT Page 46 - 47 

BRACK You can’t be serious? You can’t get any closer to the fucking 
ocean, you’re in it. You’ve got sting rays up your arse, what 
more do you want? Let me guess, you’d like an old terrace 
house in the inner city, well, the façade of one, you’d gut 
the interior completely, obviously, put a glass extension on 
the back.

 Ah, it’s the scale that offends you. You’d prefer something 
smaller, more discrete, more subtle, and double the price 
because it’s in the armpit of a wine bar that serves a skinny 
flat white just the way you like it.

 That’s why you find real estate crass — because people like 
me can do it. And the privatisation of public services — 
banking on natural disasters, locking bastards up for profit 
— that’s okay, because people like you do it.

 I think I’m finally getting what it is that you find so 
unappealing about Queensland, the house, even poor old 
George — you lot have been smug for so fucking long, 
so certain of your superiority because you eat in the right 
restaurants and went to the right schools, because you do 
coke instead of ice, you watch plays instead of sport, that it’s 
unthinkable to find people like George, or poor Aunt Jules or 
even me, doing so well, doing much better than you think we 
have a right to, and we’re leapfrogging right over you, giving 
you the finger while passing.
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He Dreamed a Train by Margi Brown Ash

Brother

CHARACTER AGE  Unspecified
STYLE Drama, Fantasy, Magical Realism
EXTRACT 122 - 123

BROTHER  Hades turns me big. He nails wings to my crooked back and 
I fly into the painting. In the mountain range, I find a train 
station with a train heading to Meadow Dark. I board the 
train and am led through to the first-class carriage where 
the attendants wring from me my wings, one nail at a time. 
They seat me and bring cakes and tea and ices, and I look 
out and see the bushland, vast and angry. We arrive, and I 
exit the train and look out onto Meadow Dark and there 
I see three men suspended in the air like helicopter leaves 
that just don’t want to fall. They are the Judges. They wear 
funny white wigs. Down below are the dead souls. So many 
like ants scurrying along the valley bed, as if having being 
driven from their colony. Above the judges are two vortexes. 
One leading to Heaven and the other leading back to the 
Meadow Dark. Below another two. One leading to Hell and 
the other leading back to Meadow Dark. Some souls go to 
Heaven and come back, but others never return. Some souls 
go to Hell, and but others never return. 

 I see one man thrown into Hell’s vortex with his skin 
stripping off and his bones falling in upon themselves. 
Screams in the wind of “my name is Aridaeus,” “remember 
me,” “how they tricked me.” The souls that return from 
Heaven and Hell fly to another meadow called Meadow 
Bright and here three women are suspended in the sky like 
stars. The Fates. Lachesis, the breath giver. Clotho, the body 
maker. Atropos, the family assigner. Lachesis speaks first. 
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“Souls, you’ll soon return to the world, but first you must 
choose your next life. What will you do? What will you be?”

 When the souls hear her words, they all rush to her, 
scrambling to be first in line. “Stop idiots. Each of you first 
get a number from the card dispenser. When your number is 
called, you may approach.” One of the dead souls who wears 
a wooden panel around his neck reading “The King of the 
Jews” smiles at me and gives me a number. Though his smile 
portrays kindness, he knows not what he does! They don’t 
know who I am. After all, I’m alive! But I don’t have a guide, 
I don’t have anyone to translate. Everyone but the fates are 
speaking in some gobbledegook language! I cannot let them 
give me a new life! My heart burns with such rage and wrath 
that my legs begin to move, and I run, and running through 
the mountains, I come to a train tunnel whose darkness is 
total. I run into the darkness, but yet with my eyes blind, I 
can still see, and I see, I see a dragon beneath me. A Dragon 
of the Darkness.
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Here We All Are. Assembled by Kathryn Ash

Fucker

CHARACTER AGE  Unspecified
STYLE Comedy, Drama
EXTRACT Page 39 - 41

FUCKER  What place is this? Deathly still save for the thumping of 
unclean thoughts. Not a crunch, nor a flap, not a grind 
nor a gasp. [Calling] Holler! [Beat] Holler! [Beat] Not a 
whisper. What of yous two just now who unleashed sticks 
and insults to sod my brains out? Gone, have you? Thank 
fuck. 

 What a pair! The little stinkers have absconded hence with 
their whacky implements. Off they went to bash the brains 
of other innocents, my hazzard guess.

FUCKER wiggles but cannot get further out. He takes a 
long considered sniff of the air.

 Or …

 Perhaps they are still here. Did I ever think of that? Do 
they nestle here still in stealth, in shallow breath, plotting 
their moves. Statues of intent. What a tableaux vivant they 
must make. The very model of humanity. Here meditating, 
at their leisure, on their acts of violence against the 
disabled, the defenceless, the homeless, those unearthed 
refugees whose only hope is a passing kindness. Pity them 
for they pity me not. Nay, it is hellish cruel! What service 
are your deliberations, tell? Strike while you are able. Strike 
while you have mettle for it. Do it, by heaven!

POKER lifts the spade to strike. He stops himself in mid-
swing.
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 But hold! I spoke in haste. A stay of execution, prithee. 
I should say a final prayer. Heaven forfend I be mangled 
before rinsing my rap sheet. It would seem shoddy on your 
part as well. To farewell me off to face my maker before 
granting an airing of my grubby laundry? You will be free 
to scheme again on your grim plans once I have uttered my 
confessions, but save me this absolving minute. Innocent 
though I may be, my insides are grit with dirt, and who 
here amongst us is without sin? Let me pray.

POKER, who is a little rusty on prayer attitude, crosses 
himself ridiculously and adopts a prayer position. JABBER 
shakes his head in disgust. FUCKER turns his face upward 
in prayer and takes a dramatic breath in.

 God in heaven … God in heaven! What is that smell? I 
know it. Somewhere between piquant and posy sweet. A 
nosegay of exotic spice and forbidden sugar. A pretty tang 
if ever there was danced about my nostrils, is here.

 Can you not discern it? But soft, I must about my prayers! 
My soul depends on it. Dear father in heaven … heaven-ly, 
heavenly aroma! Was there ever such tempting perfume as 
this to distract one from prayers? Satan himself should have 
so designed it. I am weak, Lord. My words fly up but my 
thoughts remain below! This fragrance binds me to myself, 
to my earthy frame, and turns my thoughts from salvation 
to supper. I cannot, nay will not pray on an empty stomach 
when such a flavour drifts about me. Oh, my guts ache for 
this exquisite whiff to jump from my nose to my mouth. 
Can you two not smell it? Tell me I am not mad!
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Here We All Are. Assembled by Kathryn Ash

Jabber

CHARACTER AGE  Unspecified
STYLE Comedy, Drama
EXTRACT Page 77

JABBER  Assert? There is nothing to assert. There is only what is. 
Neither a comfort nor a monstrous thing. It just is. What a 
shame it has taken me this long to realise. It’s just so — so 
subtle, so intangible, that I’m afraid I’ve often taken it to be 
nothing at all. It’s stupidity to try and describe it. All our 
human efforts to describe it fall short. It’s dimensions are 
more than all our memories put together. More than all our 
names that will pass out of history. This thing doesn’t even 
need a name, although we try to give it one. Love. The word is 
a flimsy shadow compared to what is. So, so, so much greater 
than our shit-stained interpretations. It is something the 
likes of me cannot touch, cannot even conceive of, but here 
— here on the brink I can faintly sense it. It is not religious 
or godlike or desiring worship. It brokers no heavenly deals 
and — threatens no hellish punishments. It just is. It surpasses 
everything. The nuances of it are embedded thread by tiny 
thread into the fabric of who we are. Love, love, love — my 
first cry when I ruptured blind into this world, and to the last 
breath, love love love, deep, so unbelievably huge and deep 
— This act of being, the good of it, the treasure of it, what is 
it? I know not. And yet it must be measured, as nothing can 
be understood without an edge to define it. This edge. This 
edge between being and not being. Beyond it lies nothing 
and everything. So I travel to that undiscovered country from 
which no traveller will return. Without a map. Without a light. 
Without a friend. In my mind, while I still have my mind to 
think on it, my arms are wide. My eyes are wide. I am naked.
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Lost Boys by Lachlan Philpott

Glen

CHARACTER AGE  40s
STYLE Drama, Queer Theatre
EXTRACT Page 124 - 125

GLEN Used to get this rush. Like it made me feel bigger somehow 
does that sound weird? Like their faces were photos that’d 
stay in my head — faggot faces covered in blood and spit. 
Faces that still come to me at the strangest times, remind 
me what I can do, that I have some power. And so when I 
need to feel better, stronger maybe, I don’t know …

 Remember you’d be straight over the hill to Jill’s? We’d 
roll a fucking fag and you’d be on your way, climb 
through her window to fuck her, you were always telling 
us about it the next fucking day. You wouldn’t even wash 
your hands or nothing.

CY looks at GLEN.

 Remember that night we showed her? She chased with us 
and laughed like a fucking hyena when we caught him.

 Yeah, she laughed.

 Same night I saw your Dad. Your Dad was up here that night.

CY shoots a look at GLEN.

 That night with Jill, after we’d … I ran straight past him. 
Your Dad up there, I nearly shat my daks when I saw him. 
But he looked more scared than me. Always wondered …

GLEN shakes his head and keeps the thought to himself.
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  Do you reckon he knew? Did he ever say anything?

 That guy and the blood and then your fucking Dad appeared.

CY looks at GLEN.

 What was he doing up here?
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Lost Boys by Lachlan Philpott

Robert

CHARACTER AGE  41
STYLE Drama, Queer Theatre
EXTRACT Page 130

ROBERT  I see faces of men. Faces of those men. The ones we chased, 
the ones we … I see their eyes. I’m out the back surfing 
or I’m on a train and a man gets on and stands beside me 
and looks right at me. Or he’s driving past in a car that’s 
slowing down, he’s waiting on the corner looking up at my 
flat, smoking a cigarette, stubbing it out with his heel and 
clenching his fists getting ready to come and pound at my 
door.

 And everywhere, there are young guys like I was then. 
Grommets. Bait, ready for use.

 Idiot boys lost, ready to smile along to the jokes made 
about them because they need to be in more than anything 
else. So they shut their ears and cover up their eyes to be 
in, anything not to be alone.

 Hear my name being called.

 Is it the police?

 Another joke at my expense? All in my head?

 Names called in the lottery of time. And then nothing. The 
world lurches on.
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Magpie by Elise Greig 

Father (Meshack)

CHARACTER AGE  30 - 40
STYLE Drama, Magical Realism
EXTRACT Page 46 - 47 

FATHER Bahram Gor, the king of Persia, told the king of India to 
send him 10 000 lute players — luris. When they got there, 
they were each given an ox, a donkey and a load of wheat.

 But they ate the oxen and the wheat and sent back a letter 
saying they were starving and wanted to come home. The 
king of India was angry and told them they could never 
come home. So, we’ve spent the rest of our days wandering 
aimlessly about the world hungry but playing our music.

 Lass, there’s power in keeping the truth to yourself. 
Remember that.

 Those songs don’t belong to you. They belong to your 
Mam. You leave them alone, you hear me? They’re sad 
songs. Brigaki djilia (sorrow songs). You’re our new 
beginning, lass. You find a better song to sing than that.

FATHER turns and goes to the vardo. He notices it’s 
unlocked.

 Who’s been in here?! [turns to MORDECAI] You?

MORDECAI shakes head.

 Don’t lie to me. I always lock it. Someone’s been in here. I 
swear to god, if you’re lying, I’ll tan your hide.

He gets the key and relocks the vardo.
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 Stay out of it. [refers to the journal] And there’ll be no 
more writing for you. Give me that thing.

MORDECAI hands the journal to him.

 It’s mine now. You invade my privacy, I’ll invade yours.

 Touch any of my things again and I promise you’ll never 
have a moment’s peace.
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Medea by Suzie Miller

Jason

CHARACTER AGE  30s/40s
STYLE Contemporary Adaptation, Drama
EXTRACT Page 40-41

JASON  Woman,
 you have not the credit for my successful voyage to gain 

the golden fleece.
 It was Aphrodite herself
 no one else divine or human.

 And any deed you did to assist was
 well rewarded.

 You have lived here amongst civilised people,

 where your gifts are widely recognised.
 You are indeed famous!

 Your name spoken.

She goes to speak

 No keep quiet.
 Just know that it was not that your attractions became 

wearisome.
 Or that I was smitten with desire for a new wife,

 nor do I particularly want more children,
 the sons I have are enough, they are more than enough.

 But I need to ensure that we live well,
 that we are not poor,
 and that my sons could indeed be the brothers of those of 

good descent.
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 As they deserve.

 And in order to make that happen I was prepared to accept 
that I would have to endure more children.

 And so I have done so to make the best advantages for us all.
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Rockpocalypse by Jessica Lamb

Alex

CHARACTER AGE 40s
STYLE Drama, Magical Realism
EXTRACT Page 38 - 39 

A plane engine powering down. A corridor of light.

Future. Rockhampton airport — the tarmac. ALEX rushes 
to the disembarkment steps of the Dash-8, holding a 
briefcase overhead to fend off the wind from the engines. 
Enrols the audience as Prime Minister.

ALEX  Mr Prime Minister, welcome. It’s a pleasure to have you in 
Rockhampton.

Beat.

 We’re confident that following today’s demonstration, 
the government will be keen to lend their support to the 
project. This could be the turning point needed to promote 
development throughout the top end.

Beat.

 Yes, we were hoping for continued funding over eight 
years. By that point, our projections indicate the plant 
should be fully sustainable.

Beat.

 [reluctant] Yes, that’s correct. Current means of storing 
and transporting geothermal energy limit us to a 200km 
radius. But if funded, we would be very interested in 
supporting the government to construct sites across other 
hotspots …
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Beat.

 No. They’re mostly located away from the capital cities. 
Still, I’m sure you’ll agree that the unburdening of our coal 
plants can be nothing but a good thing.

An earth tremor.

ALEX momentarily loses balance.

 [regaining footing] Not to worry. Just a minor tremor.

 [straightening] We find agitating the tectonic plate 
makes the process much more efficient. There’s no cause 
for concern, though — the tremors are infrequent and 
perfectly safe. The benefits of this process far outweigh any 
disruption.

 [gesturing offstage] Well. Shall we … ?

ALEX exits, pulling the switch as they pass.
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Solitary Animals by Elaine Acworth

Grev

CHARACTER AGE 40s
STYLE Drama
EXTRACT Page 39 - 40

GREV  Is hard for me.

 It maybe brings alive such things as are better dead.

Pause.

 This is not romantic dinner. It will make you love me, 
describing the act of murder? I don’t think so. You are not 
kinky woman.

Pause.

 Is so important, uh?

 Tch. It is not purr. For hours a corpse jolts and creaks 
and sighs: it is not purr — it is the corpse’s sigh. A man 
must join the army or he will be killed. When he is in 
the army he must fight or the other side will kill him: 
in the morning on the radio they give the names of the 
dead. There is such fear in hearing so many dead. They 
are the dead from yesterday but they are made to sound 
like the dead from 600 years ago as well. The dead, now, 
live together in one long war — from centuries ago and 
last week and the day after tomorrow. So many names. 
No names; you block out the names; you don’t look at the 
face of the man in your rifle sights; then you don’t hear 
the words — the questions, the requests, you don’t listen 
to the parents with the children, the young boys who are 
afraid, the women — and then you are already dead. You 
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have moved so far from the living. And when this walking 
corpse kills the enemy in the field his fellow-dead sing his 
praise, and maybe there is one less name on the radio and 
one less soldier to try to kill him — even though he does 
not know why he wants this body to still walk — there is 
no life to still be lived.
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Still Point Turning by Priscilla Jackman

Malcolm

CHARACTER AGE 20s
STYLE Drama, Queer Theatre
EXTRACT Page 29 - 31

MALCOLM is revealed — a fit masculine figure. He 
acknowledges the figures of YOUNG MALCOLM and CM 
curled in foetal position, around the bat.

MALCOLM  As young Malcolm McGregor, I’ve grown into a fit young 
man — I stand out as a talented cricketer. Perfect bowling 
technique actually. From the time dad died when I was 8, 
I’ve been playing for hours on my own — just hone in on 
the ball and bat. Break every record in the school, make 
a century, captain every team I play in from under 11s ’til 
the under 19s.

An unspoken moment of connection between the three 
figures, who are one person, across time.

 Out in the middle, everything just dissolves and … it’s a 
place I go and just become … completely congruent — 
there and nowhere else.

YOUNG MALCOLM exits. CM continues to observe 
MALCOLM. CADETS jog in.

 But by 1971, at age 15, I’ve settled on a military career. 
There are 50 scholarships in Australia every year, so I get 
one of those. My father was wounded and served with 
distinction, my grandfather lost his arm at Fromelles so 
I’ve been hard wired that I will be a military officer.

WORD MACHINE: Royal Military College, Duntroon 1970s
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 The Royal Military College is a harsh, uncompromising — 
brutal, brutal Spartan place in the 1970s.

MOTHER has appeared, an isolated memory-figure.

 I enter Duntroon, Malcolm McGregor — a shy fatherless, 
17-year-old boy, vulnerable and kind … predominantly 
raised by my doting mother. She hates what I’ve become — 
this man she can’t access.

 I’ve become a soldier — I do the bloke thing perfectly.

MALCOLM continues to narrate in direct address, 
while engaging in a dynamic physical display of hyper 
masculinity with the chorus as CADETS.

 And I come through it mentally scathed but physically I’m 
very, very fit — lots of confidence, very aggressive — they 
train you to kill people and I desperately want to fit in so 
I’m over hyping everything — Ready to kill people for sure. 
Kick in the door and blow someone’s head off no problem. 
Top my academic classes, shine on the sports field. Affect 
toughness, ruthlessness … a way of convincing myself that 
I am an authentic Australian soldier like my father and 
his father before him. Drinking starts at Duntroon. My 
alcoholism’s progressing — I’m conspicuous for the amount 
I drink. Blacking out changes the way I think. 

 My impulse just goes … I am restless, irritable, discontent, 
you know? I top the Arts stream, get nominated for 
Rhodes scholarship —

 [ironically] I’m a genius, they’re not recognising how 
bright I am!

 People are shocked when I leave the army 7 years later to 
chase the cricket dream, playing in England. I’m 25 years 
old. I’m done …
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Still Point Turning by Priscilla Jackman

Malcolm

CHARACTER AGE 34
STYLE Drama, Queer Theatre
EXTRACT Pages 38 - 40

MALCOLM  There’s a thing called the electric fleas that you get in 
late stage alcoholism, where your liver’s overloaded. The 
alcohol is seeping out of your skin, you get this insatiable 
itch. I have welts coming up.

 And it’s very funny. It’s Christmas week of 1989. I’m 
34 years old. We are in Berlin with Bob Carr … I ring 
reception — I need a doctor, I’m dying.

 This guy turns up, takes my pulse:

 Fucking champ, I haven’t eaten anything for fuckin’ 18 
months! Much less seafood!

 And I’m fuckin’ coming apart at the seams.

 I’m needle phobic on a good day and I’m in the rats so this 
thing looks like a fuckin scimitar I’m thinking he’s going to 
behead me with it! I go arse up on the bed, start running, 
pants around my ankles and he fuckin drops the needle into 
my arse!

 Ten seconds later I’m in euphoria. Back in the bar: “Boys 
I’ve had an injection in my arse and now I feel brand fucking 
new!”

 … So just, fuckin’ off my scone you know!

 Rock bottom … I know physically I am dying; I’m on with 
a woman who I really care about actually … I am really 
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quite fond of her, more than that … I am smitten by her.

 That rocks me. I drink for a week. I’m in an old pub in Glebe, 
The Kauri Hotel — it really is the Last Fucking Chance Saloon 
— and I am there with the usual crew.

 We all drink all day, smoke and bet — just this walking dead 
kind of thing, and I remember I have half a schooner left, and I 
look at it and I think: It’s fuckin’ over; this is over. Withdrawals 
are horrendous. Coming off it will be terrible. But I just look 
at these guys I drink with and I say: I’m gone. I’m out of here. 
And they look, and keep drinking.

 Next morning I wake — I’m living without paying rent at 
a friend’s house. I’ve pawned everything I own to spend on 
drugs and drink and whores.

 Lying on this mattress, I get the shakes and stuff and think: just 
batten down the hatches and hope you don’t have a seizure.

 I actually pray, I say out-loud this despairing prayer. I am an 
atheist and very Anti-Catholic but I say: Please God, help me 
survive this. I just don’t want to die, I’m frightened I’m gonna 
die.
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Underland by Alexandra Collier

Mr Brown

CHARACTER AGE  40s
STYLE Drama, Magic Realism, Fantasy
EXTRACT Page 77

MR BROWN  Here fishy fishy.

He grabs her from behind. She screams. He puts his hand 
over her mouth.

 Ssssshhhhh. Don’t wake the crocs. You shouldn’t be out 
trawling at this time.

VIOLET squeaks, he tightens his grip.

 Pretty fish you are.

Low sound of a thudding heartbeat.

 You don’t know it yet but you are, Violet. Pretty fish. You 
know why I come out here? It’s the most alone time there 
is. At this time of night, you don’t have to watch the pity 
in people’s faces. Frogs don’t judge. It’s a relief. And this 
late, your hearing tunes up. I can hear a heartbeat at thirty 
paces. [Beat] Now if I move my hand away from your 
mouth, you’ll be quiet as a mouse, won’t you?

VIOLET nods. He tightens his grip.

 Not very convincing Violet. [Beat] You know, she talked 
in her sleep. Made small moaning noises. I watched her. 
Carefully. Timed her breaths, ready to strike. But those 
small noises undid me. And instead of doing what I was 
supposed to, I wrapped my hand around her waist [He 
snakes his hand around VIOLET’s waist gently] and fell 
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asleep on her neck. I thought: Let me be the answer to 
those sounds. And when I woke up she was gone, and 
there I was, drool on my pillow, soft underbelly exposed. 
Snoring probably. Never let someone see you sleep Violet. 
They have something of yourself that you’ll never have. 
Something you can’t get back. [Beat] I gave the quarry 
what it wanted. But it’s still hungry.
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Undertow by Hayden Jones and Sam Foster

Phil

CHARACTER AGE 30s/40s
STYLE Drama
EXTRACT Page 38 - 39

PHIL is pacing around his apartment on the phone. He 
has a bottle of whiskey in his hand.

PHIL  She’s my daughter too Sarah, you seem to be forgetting 
that. She’s not one of your shiny possessions that you can 
just … you don’t get to dictate to me! … I’ll be picking her 
up and bringing her here to my place tomorrow … Yes I 
bloody will, try and stop me! Try and stop me. Try and 
stop me, Sarah. Oh yeah, how?

 You what!? Are you serious!? Oh, I thought you were 
a psycho before but now I know for sure … On what 
grounds can you get a restraining order!? What bullshit 
did you feed them to get that through!? 

 Is that what you were doing today was it, when you 
weren’t answering the phone … or maybe you were busy 
canoodling with that bag of shit Gary. I tell you what, you’d 
better not be bringing any other men around Bonny … 
You’re the one that left me!!!

 Oh yeah, here we go, I’m such a drunkard!! The world’s 
biggest, drunkest loser ladies and gentlemen!! He’s such 
a train wreck, he can’t even see his own daughter, for 
Christ’s sake!!! … I drink so that I can sleep, Sarah. So that 
I can drown out the shit in my head … What would you 
know about the accident!! Everyone’s an expert. Don’t you 
bloody go there!!!
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 Yeah, it’s that simple is it? And what good did therapy ever 
do anyone … let’s face it, you just wanted an excuse to get out 
… Yes you were … remember the vows, Sarah? In sickness 
and in health? All that? I’m not the one that needs help!

PHIL throws the phone.
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Undertow by Hayden Jones and Sam Foster

Principal

CHARACTER AGE 30s/40s
STYLE Drama, Comedy
EXTRACT Page 46 - 48

THE GROUNDSKEEPER is leaf blowing the hall as the 
PRINCIPAL takes his place at the lectern to address the 
school.

PRINCIPAL  Ok Nigel, I think that will do thanks.

THE GROUNDSKEEPER is wearing fluro ear muffs so 
doesn’t hear the PRINCIPAL.

 [Yelling] Nigel!

Frantically waving his arms to catch his eye. THE 
GROUNDSKEEPER eventually notices the PRINCIPAL 
and removes the ear muffs.

 Thank you, I think that’s enough now.

 Right. Thank you everyone for being here this morning. I 
wish we were here together under different circumstances 
but I am happy that we are together.

 This is an incredibly challenging time, as we have all lost a 
valuable member of our school community. Nothing that I 
can say to you will bring comfort. Nothing that anyone else 
can say will bring comfort. But there is a voice that speaks 
without words and addresses us in the depths of our being. 
And that voice says to our troubled souls … peace, be still. 

 I’d be lying to you if I said that I understand this. I don’t. Why 
bad things happen to good people I do not understand.
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 I can’t honestly say it will get better, but what I can say 
is that it will get easier with time, especially if we stick 
together. I would like to take this opportunity to send our 
deepest and most heartfelt condolences to the family. Your 
loss is our loss too.

 I remember when I first met …

The leaf blower starts up in the background and cuts 
the PRINCIPAL off. He stops talking and clocks THE 
JANITOR who has returned, right outside the hall where 
the memorial is taking place.

 [Yelling] Nigel! Really? Unbelievable. Please, show some 
respect.

The PRINCIPAL. Regathers his composure and continues.

 I’m sorry everyone. Where was I? Ah, yes. When I first 
met Mr Fitzpatrick I remember thinking, what a lovely, 
polite man. But I did notice that he was quiet and tended 
to keep to himself. I didn’t think too much of it at the time 
but in hindsight … It just goes to show you never really 
know what someone is going through. We all have our ups 
and downs and sometimes, no matter how calm things 
may appear to be on the surface, there may be an invisible 
undertow pulling someone down. Mr Fitzpatrick, or Fitzy, 
as he was known around the English department, will be 
sorely missed. Not just as a great teacher but as a great 
friend, and we must take this as an opportunity to remind 
ourselves to be kind and sensitive to others. 

 Now before we conclude, I just want to clear something 
up. This has been a huge week for Bonneville High, not 
only with the tragic loss of Mr Fitzpatrick but also the 
incident involving a member of our student leadership 
team. Despite the rumours, the Year 12 formal will be 
going ahead on Friday as planned. It will be good for us all 
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to have something positive to look forward to.

As the PRINCIPAL is speaking the school fire alarm starts 
to sound in the background, getting increasingly louder 
with each beep.

 What’s that noise? The fire drill! Oh, for crying out loud …

 [yelling] Nigel! I can’t believe you forgot to deactivate the 
automated Fire Drill …

The sound of the fire alarm morphs into the sound of 
hospital heart monitor.
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Viral by Hayden Jones and Sam Foster

Zane

CHARACTER AGE 15 - 20
STYLE Drama, Comedy
EXTRACT Page 25 - 26

ZANE  That night we went straight home and set up the 
YouTube channel. We called it “Global Entertainment 
Incorporated”. We wanted it to sound professional and I 
read on some blog that if you use the word “Global” your 
google ranking goes through the roof. We started posting 
clips of whatever we could think of. My sister Joanie 
practicing violin, my dog Max trying to lick his own 
balls, a bunch of fake parkour fail videos that me and Art 
set up in the backyard

 … and me hiding my Mum’s car keys, stuff like that.

 My mum is always having a go at me for “spending too 
much time staring into a screen”. She reckons it’s gonna 
ruin my brain and that I should spend my time doing 
something more “productive”. The thing is she spends 
every night sitting on the couch scrolling through 
Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat or Tinder … Especially 
since dad left.

Pause.

 She doesn’t get it! I’ll show her what’s “productive”. 
She won’t be saying it’s a waste of time once Global 
Entertainment Incorporated takes off.

 Anyway, we had our channel setup for about a week and 
we still weren’t getting many views. I guess these things 
take time to spread. It’s kinda like a virus. At first no one 
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knows it even exists, just one or two people get sick. Then, 
when the conditions are right and all the elements come 
together, BOOM! All of a sudden it’s an epidemic. The 
whole world knows about it.

 We had to make sure we were ready to capture the 
moment when it presented itself. We had to be in the right 
place at the right time. Even if that meant school.
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The Wind in the Underground 
by Sam O’Sullivan

Simon

CHARACTER AGE
STYLE Drama
EXTRACT Page 65 - 66

SIMON  I know. I know. When people ask about travelling, you’re 
supposed to have all these stories about roughing it through 
failed Soviet States and getting mugged somewhere like 
Morocco, but I didn’t do half the shit I said I did.

 I didn’t go to Zanzibar. Zanzi-Bar is a club in Barcelona. 
Which sells postcards, obviously. And it’s true — I met 
a girl there and didn’t do the Comino because I wanted 
to spend more time with her and yes, it was a complete 
disaster, but … I didn’t … go to Africa. If Andrea checked 
the stamp on the postcard she could have figured that out.

 Dad got sick … I went to class one day and my tutor started 
going on about travel and perspective and pilgrimages …

 So I ran. And for the better part of a year I was scared. And 
when I wasn’t scared I was lonely.

 But you left. Didn’t you? Everyone did. Starting with Mum. 
In the middle of the night.

 I don’t know how she did it … How you all just … Go. Run 
off and have an amazing adventure and start a family and 
become a new person — I don’t know how to do that.

 But I also can’t remember the last time I tried something 
new, you know? Gained something rather than just … just 
tried to hang on.


